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ABSTRACT The symbol 3 denotes the operator d2/02- A
in three space dimensions, and Fdenotes a function with F(0)
= F(0) = 0, infF" > 0. It is shown that u(xt) 0, if Ou = (utt)
for xe R3, t > 0, provided uut,utt for t = 0 have compact sup-
port. Similarly v(xt) 0 if 3v = F'(vt)vtt for x e R3, t > 0,
provided vvt for t = 0 have compact support and satisfy f [vt
- F(vt)ldx 2 0. This shows that the global existence theorem
proved by S. L. Klainerman [(1980) Comm un. Pure AppL. Math.
33, in press] in more than five space dimensions is not valid for
three dimensions. The theorems also imply instability at rest
of certain hyperelastic materials.
Solutions of the initial value problem for nonlinear hyperbolic
partial differential equations have a tendency to develop
singularities after a finite time. The occurrence of this phe-
nomenon depends on the precise nature of the equation, the size
of the initial data, and the number of independent variables.
Of interest in applications is the special case of a quasilinear
second-order equation of the form
n
a(v')vtt =Eaik(v')vwk^[
for a function v = v(xi, . . . ,xn,t) = v(x,t). Here v' stands for
the gradient vector v' = (vxI, ... ,vxnvt); the coefficients, a,aik
shall belong to Cs(Rn+ 1) with s sufficiently large and satisfy
a(0) = 1, aik(O) = aik [2]
For "infinitesimal" solutions [1] reduces then to the linear wave
equation
def
Ov
-vtt-Av = 0; [3]
(A = Laplacean). Eq. 1 is hyperbolic for sufficiently small v'
with t playing the role of time and x, that of space.
The global initial value problem consists in finding a C2-
solution of [1] for all x e Rn, t 2 0 corresponding to prescribed
initial values
v(x,O) = f(x), vt (X,o) = g(x). [4]
Local solutions, that is solutions for x e Rn and sufficiently
small t > 0, exist wheneverfg have compact support and are
sufficiently small in the sense of some suitable norm (see refs.
1-5). These local solutions may cease to exist ("blow up") for
a finite value of t and may not give rise to a global solution. We
define the life span T as the largest number for which a solution
of [1] and [4] is defined for x e RI, 0 < t < T. Here T = o
corresponds to a global solution.
To bring out the dependence of T on the size of the data, it
is convenient to choose data depending linearly on a param-
eter
f(x) = OW(x), g(x) = e+(x) [5]
and to study the dependence of T on e for fixed X, ,1. Here X,
+ are assumed to be of compact support, not both vanishing
identically, and sufficiently smooth for local existence of u for
small c. As e -- 0 the linear terms in [1] will prevail and T will
approach infinity. In the case n = 1, [1] reduces to
a(vx,vt)vtt = ajj(vxvt)vxx. [6]
It is known (see refs. 6-8) that here T < co for sufficiently small
e 1, provided [6] is genuinely nonlinear in the sense that X =
ajj(a,f3)/a(a,f3) satisfies
Xa2 $ X#2 for a= = 0. [7]
More precisely T is of the order 1/e in the case of one space
dimension. On the other hand Klainerman (9) showed that T
= co for any n 2 6 and all sufficiently small 1i. (Blow-up for
any n can occur when l eI is large.)
The case n = 3, of special interest for applications, is more
elusive. One can show (see ref. 5) that here T is larger than for
n = 1, at least of order (e log 1/)-4, but this leaves undecided
whether T is finite or infinite. The following theorem shows
that for n = 3 there are at least some equations of type [1] and
some k, 41 of compact support, such that T < co for arbitrarily
small ei. Thus Klainerman's result about global existence of
solutions for sufficiently small initial data of compact support
cannot be extended to the case of three space dimensions.
In what follows we denote by F.: R - R a function belonging
to C3(R) for which
F(0) = F'(0) = 0, inf F"(s) > 0.
An example is F(s) = c2s2 with a constant c $ 0.
THEOREM 1. Let v(x,t) be a global C2-solution of
ov = F'(vt)vtt.
Let the initial data
v(x,0) = f(x), vg(x,0) = g(x)
be of compact support and satisfy
K = f g(x) - F[g(x)]ldx > 0.
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
Then v vanishes identically.
In other words, nontrivial solutions of [9] with initial data of
compact support blow up if the data satisfy inequality 11. For
data of type [5] inequality 11 certainly holds for arbitrarily small
positive c, if
g3i(x)dx > 0.
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Incidentally, as a consequence of [91,
fR3 vt(x,t) - F[vt(x,t)fldx = constant = K
for all t > 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 resembles the proofs given in ref.
10 for blow-up in other types of nonlinear wave equations. One
ingredient is the use of spherical means to reduce the situation
to one only involving functions with spherical symmetry. The
other one is the fact that for n = 3 the inequality Dv 2 0 implies
v 2 0 when v has vanishing initial data. Although we cannot
assert that F'(vt)vtt 2 0 in [9], we obtain from [9] by formal
integration with respect to t an equation with a non-negative
right-hand side.
THEOREM 2. Let u(x,t) be a global C3-solution of
Ou= F(u). [12]
Let
[13]
be of compact support. Then u vanishes identically.
A solution u of [12] gives rise to a solution v = ut of [9]. In [13]
Utt has to be mentioned, because the Cauchy data U,Ut alone
need not determine u uniquely. Thus u = 1/2c -2t2 is a global
nontrivial solution of ou = c2u2 with vanishing Cauchy data.
The proofs of both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can be reduced
to the following lemma:
LEMMA. Let c and R denote positive constants. Let u(x,t)
e C3for all xe R3,t 20. Set
w(x,t) = Ou- CU2 [14]
Introduce the means of u and w on spheres about the or-
igin:
U(r,t) = 44r2 J7I~u(x,t)dS;
W(r,t) =42 f w(x,t)dS. [15]
If
W(r,t) . Ofor r> 0, t >0
U(r,t) = Ofor r > t + R. t > 0O
then utt (x,t) has compact support, and more precisely
utt(x,t) = Ofor IxI + t > R.
Theorem 2 has some implications for the stability of solids
in elastodynamics. Deformations can be described by the dis-
placement vector t = t(xt) = (61, 6, es), the difference be-
tween the position of a particle at the time t and its position x
at rest. If {' is the matrix of the first derivatives of the it and I
is the unit matrix, then I + t' is the Jacobian matrix, always
assumed to be nondegenerate. The strain matrix a and rotation
matrix w can be defined by the polar decomposition of I +
I + a'= (I + W)(I + o),
I + a* =I + > O,(I + w*)(I + W)=I
(* denotes transposition). The strain invariants A,B,C are the
elementary symmetric functions of the eigenvalues of a; in
particular A = trace a = div t. A hyperelastic homogeneous
isotropic material is characterised by a function V = V(A,B,C),
the potential energy per unit mass. Although generally the
equations of motion of the material form a system of three
quasilinear second-order equations for the at, they reduce to
a single equation in the case of pseudoirrotational waves in a
harmonic material (see ref. 11, p. 332). The material is har-
monic when V has the form
V=H(A)+,3B+ yC,
where ,B and y are constants, He C3 (R), and
H(0) = H'(0) = 0, H"(0) = 1, f < 0.
[16]
[17]
(In terms of Lame constants X and ,u and density p at rest,
( =
-2Au/p, H"(0) = (X + 2M)/p = 1).
The motion is pseudoirrotational if there exists a u = u(x,t)
such that at = au/axi. If [16] holds, we get for u the equa-
tion
Utt = H'(Au). [18]
Denoting by s-F(s) the local inverse of H', equation [18] goes
over into [12] with
F(0) = F'(0) = 0, F"(0) = H" '(0).
Assume now that
H" '(0) . 0
[19]
[20]
(i.e., that wave speed varies with density). Replacing, if needed,
u by -u we can bring about that H" '(0) = F'(0) > 0. There
exists then a a >0 such that F"(utt) >0 for lul=A trace a
< 5. Then Theorem 2 applies. We conclude:
Under the assumptions [161 and [20] on the material, an
initial disturbance, however small, that is pseudo irrotational
and ofcompact support gives rise to a motion that either blows
up infinite time (i.e., it is not a strict solution for all t 2 0) or
develops strains for which trace al exceeds 6 > 0.
This expresses an instability of the materials in question.
Harmonic materials are not the only ones with this property.
A special class of pseudoirrotational motions are the radial
motions, in which t is proportional to x and I l depends only
on I x and t. In isotropic materials radial initial disturbances
give rise to radial motions. It is possible to show for certain
nonharmonic materials that radial motions either blow up in
finite time or develop strains exceeding some positive
bounds.
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